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Art Gish:
ChristianAIwoysA n Outcast
by Debby Mathias
To be a Christian is to be
a radical and to be a com-
mitted radical one must have
a firm basis in faith. These
were the themes running
through Tuesday's thought-provokin- g
convocation presen-
tation by Rev. Arthur Gish,
author of the book, The New
Left and Christian Radicalism.
Rev. Gish, who has been active
in the peace, civil rights and
underground church movements,
believes that western civilization
is collapsing and that America in
particular is on the brink of hell.
He rejects the idea of progress.
Instead he emphasizes that we
must have a realistic view of the
world and realize that man has
created forces which he cannot
control; machines and computers
threaten our freedom and our
lives, the consumer economy forces
us to work harder and harder and
to consume more and more, the
governmental structures are clearly
beyond human control, and the
environment is at a crisis stage.
The world is sick and dying and
PROJECT CONCERN will be
co-sponso- ring a community
glass drive to help support
the new Wooster Senior Cit-
izens' Center. Boxes will be
provided in each dorm. Any
glass (even if it is broken)
will be appreciated. The glass
will eventually be sold in
Cleveland, the proceeds go-
ing to the Center. More infor-
mation on Project Concern
will soon be available to the
Wooster community.
FISH
People Help
by Mary Armstrong
Since last spring, people in
Wooster who need help have been
calling Fish. Fish, a non-sectari- an
service organization named after
a symbol of Christianity, is headed
by Dr. Keith Brown of the Ohio
Agricultural Research and De-
velopment Center. There are simi-
lar organizations throughout the
United States now, although the
idea originated in England.
Fish operates very simply: there
are seven "support groups," one
for each day of the week, consist-
ing of seven to twelve people (two
or three college students are pres-
ently involved), who are "on call".
Calls for Fish are handled by an
answering service downtown,
which refers the caller to which-
ever member is on duty at that
time.
Fish is basically a referral serv-
ice which emphasizes dealing with
problems on a one-to-o- ne personal
contact basis. Fish may be con-
tacted for help in connection with
any sort of difficulty by dialing
264-343- 2.
.
.
.
Fish stresses that its services
are temporary. If someone needs
occasional transportation to see a
doctor, for "instance, Fish will
handle it. However, if someone
needs help on a permanent basis,
Fish will refer that person to the
welfare agencies or some other
organization that is able to make
permanent arrangements. Interest-
ed in working call 264-343- 2.
it is useless and dangerous to
prop it up.
Despite this gloomy picture,
Rev. Gish is not a pessimist. He
finds no hope in man, but finds
plenty of hope in God and in the
new order that Jesus Christ estab-
lished. He believes that the doc-
trine of salvation and the kingdom
of God is a liberating philosophy.
The Christian gospel says that
one's life can be changed and that
the Christian can live a life free
from the control of the surround-
ings. But this type of liberation
comes only when one gives com-(Continu- ed
on Page 5)
by Fran Chambers
The phone rang. It was im-
mediately answered by a friendly
yoice saving, "Free, what's hap-
pening?" It was in this way that
the Free Crisis Center went into
operation last week.
Actually, the idea for a "bum-
mer" or "problem" line began
last April when a group of students
felt that the counseling system was
inadequate to meet the needs of
students with pressing personal
crises. After much organizing and
many training sessions consisting
of visits to similar groups in the
state including "Together" in
Cleveland and role playing with
the help of Mrs. Shull, Dr. Startz-ma- n,
Dr. Kahn and Dr. Victor of
the Wayne County Mental Health
Clinic the group was ready to
open up phone lines, having gain-
ed financial support from a local
church.
The Free Crisis Center, run and
staffed by students, is answering
phones at 262-483- 1 from 8 p.m.
to 6 a.m. nightly, offering confi-
dential help and referral service,
if necessary, for those with per-
sonal "hassles" or "bummers".
For information on helping with
this effort, please contact Fran
Chambers (Box 1339, ext. 342),
or Janice Lounz (Box 2102, ext.
341).
RTerc imscfioiHsnGimess
I?? -- IBIIcheEs innaei?5Ga
by Pat Royster and Wally Hill
Co-Ch-m., BSA Political Comm.
The chief sin committed by
civilization, as pointed out by
Arnold J. Toynbee, is that of cling-
ing fatally to an identity, such as
the city-stat- e or nation-stat- e. Whe-
ther this is true or not, man has
always been class, religion, nation-
ality, sex and "race" conscious.
With this in mind, racial conflict
has been with mankind since his
genesis. History is the struggle of
mankind. There have been very
few civilizations that have really
resolved this problem. People have
murdered for racial reasons, and
civilizations have fallen because
of racial encounters.
Race has been a major consid-
eration in determining the social,
political and economic attitudes
and behavior in this country. The
racial conflict between Black and
white Americans should be nothing
new to one who has thoroughly
studied the history of this, country.
Therefore the "melting pot"
theory was only a myth for Black
people. Everyone melted except
Black people; even Jewish people
LCB Film "Camelot", Fri. end Sat.
Illinois Jazz Band, FREE, Fri., 8 p.m., PEC
LCB Dcnce Sat., 9-- 1, Band: Witch Hazel
LCB Current Issues Week, Feb. 1-- 4; Topic: Communication
LCB Freshman Night in Union Feb. 5, 7:30 p.m.- - 2 a.m.
"Night of the Iguana" Feb. 10-1- 3, 8:15 p.m.
by Michele Wagner
"What we have here is a failure
to ... "
Monday through Thursday of
next week has omcially been des
ignated Communications Week at
COW. Including top speakers and
award-winnin- g films, the week's
program will focus on one of the
controversial issues in our sumeiy,
communications (or the lack there
of).
The activities for the week were
planned by the Lowry Center Cur
rent Issues Committee, the same
people who brought you Amer
ica, A Society in Crisis" last quar
ter. John Van Wagoner heads the
committee.
As a kickoff for the week, the
committee is planning a highly un
usual form of communication Sun
day afternoon. They hint only to
keep your eye on the sky.
Monday during lunch, Pyramid
90 experimental films will be
shown in the ballroom of the cafe
teria, where students are invited
to bring their trays. At 5-- 6 p.m
in Room 119 the movie "Ski: The
Moebus Flick" will be shown each
day of the seminar. At 7:30 in the
Pit, Dr. Joseph Foley of Ohio
State will speak on "Computers
and Communication.
Convocation speaker Tuesday in
Severance is Richard Stout, News-
week reporter in Washington and
author of the book People, which
deals with the McCarthy cam-
paign. His topic is "Communica-
tion and Mass Media." The Pyra-
mid 90 films will be shown again
during lunch in Lowry. Tuesday
evening at 1:50 in the fit, Mr,
melted because of their skin color.
But this is a myth for white
Americans, because identity for
them has, sometimes, been based
on ethnic background.
White Americans have formed
various organizations that estab-
lished an identity. The Polish Na-tion- al
Alliance, American Jewish
Committee, Japanese Chambers of
Commerce of Chicago, Italian-Historic- al
Society there are oth-
ers. Why is it that some whites
become alarmed when Black peo-
ple organize? But historically,
white people have been involved
with the establishing of Black or-
ganizations that command some
form of power. A careful review of
history will reveal that organiza-
tions such as the NAACP, CORE,
SNCC, Urban League and Human
Development were organized by
the dominate tribe whites V
When people organize into
groups, clubs, agencies, etc., they
are basically expressing their in-
terest. They can provide meaning-
ful or not services, information, en-
tertainment to their members and
(Continued on Page 8)
NARAMA
Reid Chapman, an executive of
WANE-T- V station, will discuss
the effects of programming and
how programs are chosen.
Wednesday and Thursday, stu-
dents can eat their lunch while
viewing the Qeo Award winners
for commercials for 1970. A multi-
media "surprise" labeled only as
"Q" will be presented at 7:30
Wednesday in the. ballroom by
three media specialists from Ak-
ron U.
The director of community plan-
ning for Ohio, Mr. Phillip Doaln,
will conclude the week's program
with a pit stop at 7:30 Thursday
which may be of special interest
to urban studs. The talk is con-
cerned with college students' re-
sponse to urban problems.
TRAVEL MILES FOR
REALITY EXPERIENCE
by Charlotte Dorsey
and Edward Gilbert
In talking about black reality
within a white institution we have
found that this reality can't exist
for blacks as well as whites. It is
impossible to deal effectively with
the black experience while still
within a white institution. In
order to deal with the black ex-
perience effectively one must go
to the root of the experience which
is an all black institution.
The administration at the Col-
lege of Wooster, realizing its fail-
ures in relating to the black ex-
perience, have promoted a student
exchange with an all black insti-
tution, namely Miles College.
Miles College is a fountear co-
educational institution of liberal
arts founded in 1905 by the Chris-
tian Methodist Church. The ma-
jority of the student body, 1100,
are black. However, its board of
directors and faculty are biracial.
Miles College has an open door
policy which means its doors are
open to all. Miles College is lo
cated in a small Alabama town
known as Fairfield which is less
than a mile outside the city of
Birmingham.
Miles College is dedicated to
helping all students, especially stu-
dents who have suffered from a
sub-standa-
rd high school educa-
tion.
The role of Miles College within
the community is as follows:
1. Black institution that speaks
for black students.
2. Miles is an institution that
goes out into the community to
educate its people.
3. Miles College sees its purpose
as an institution of higher learning
where a student can come to im
prove his or her skills.
Miles is interested in how tar
it can bring a student from the
time the student enters until the
time he graduates.
The Miles-Woost- er Exchange
Program has been going on for
four years. It gives an exchange
student, black or white, a greater
sense of what a black institution
The Water
Also Rises
At 4 a.m. Monday morning the
coupling of the main water valve
in Lowry Center broke flooding
the entire lower level of the Cen-
ter with six inches of water. The
reason for the break of the pipe
is still not known.
A janitor discovered the flood
after approximately an hour and
telephoned the Lowry Center
hierarchy, who donned rubbers
and raincoats and verbally(though gallantly) assisted the
summoned troop of maintenance
men. Pumping finally relieved the
downstairs of the water by early
morning. All rugs were damaged
to some extent but it was hoped
after cleaning and stretching there
would be no need for replacement.
The bowling alleys were warped;
however, Hal Gosson, Director of
Lowry Center, explained the lanes
could be sanded back into satis-
factory condition.
.
'
!
By mid-wee- k a distinctive aroma
still pervaded the SGA and Voice
offices, but the possibility of in-
surance covering all losses looked
optimistic. j
really is and the (role it plays
which students wouldn't get on
an Urban Studies Program.
It is important for all students
to understand that Wooster is rural
and white and Miles is urban and
black. So if Wooster . students
want to be realistic about the
black experience they should take
advantage of spending a semester
at Miles College.
All interested persons contact
Henry Herring of the English De-
partment, extension 576.
Editor's Note: Jill Jensen, a form-
er COW student, class of '71, has
transferred to Miles College, after
participating in the Wooster-M3.e- s
Exchange. She will be Miles' first
white graduate.
Thinking About
Summer?
How about "A Wooster
Summer in Strasbourg?"
Dates are June 16 through
Sept. 1. Any student (NOT
ust French majors) capable of
getting along reasonably well
in French is eligible. You can
gel three course credits (in
language, culture, literature
or the arts) for the same cost
as a quarter al Wooster(with Europe thrown in yet)
$1 100. (Why not work In the
Fall to make it up if neces-
sary?)
There will be a week's visit
in and around Paris (Versail-
les, chateaux , etc.) before
spending a week with real,
live French families in Stras-
bourg. After seyen weeks
(with some weekend travel-
ing) of study, you will have
10 days or so to travel as
you and your purse desire.
For further info, see Don-
ald Leger of the French Dept.
or Jody Williams in the lan-
guage lab. Application dead-
line April 1, 1971.
Page Two
Fertilizer For The Revolution;
Con III-Gr- eening Agent
by Mark Brown
Recently, there has been a trend toward seeing
the "youth subculture" as a negative' reaction to
the technological domination and repression in
America. Theodore Roszak's The Making of a
Counter Culture developed this idea quite ade-
quately; yet this remained a descriptive analysis,
unwilling to embrace the task of projecting these
developments into the American future. Charles
Reich's The Greening of America is a work which
finally takes on that task.
. The focus of the book is the history and future
of American "consciousness'' ("a total configuration
in any given individual, which makes up his whole
perception of reality") .
.
Reich sees three general
types of consciousness in American history. Con-
sciousness I is the rural form, the rugged individual-
ism which gave birth to the American dream. It
proved unequal to the task of adapting to the drastic
changes precipitated by "the rise of two powerful
forces: the competitive market economy and scien-
tific technique."
These two forces joined to bring about the rise
of the Corporate State and the paralleling develop-
ment of Consciousness II. This consciousness ac-
cepts "the priority of institutions, organizations,
and society and a belief that the individual must
tie his destiny to something of this sort." From
this description we see the true "organization man,"
living for the company, sacrificing his own human-nes- s
and responsibility to life for the advancements
of the corporation.
Corporate State
TTTTTTYTTTf TTTTTVf TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTy?? TTfTTTTTT
What Happened
"the night of
the iguana'?
Wooster College Community
February 10, 11, 12, 13 For Reservations Call 264-123- 4, Ext. 567
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Whcafl's Vour Number?
by Jon Harwood
It has recently come to my at-
tention that some dear freshman
girl has compiled a list of 50
young men she would like to date
in order of preference and has
circulated it around certain por-
tions of Holden Hall. No doubt
for convenience more than any-
thing else, my name was placed
at the bottom.
Rather than give a typically
dull, bland acceptance dissertation
that would normally follow the
recognition of such an honor, I
will pose this question: Why?
' Why on earth would a college
student want to waste her time
doing such things? I can imagine
a six-year-o- ld running, up to
mother and producing a similar
masterpiece. This is the sort of
thing people do when they have
just learned how to spell and
write.
I wonder what kind of debased
creature Would sit down and
methodically list 50 people in the
order they struck her fancy. Most
people remember the people they
like and dislike without having
to write it down. Or is that dif-
ferent here at Wooster? Last week,
my article dealt with what some
women do in their spare time. I
must have missed this interesting
little sidelight.
Actually, I am not upset by
my standing. If you turn the list
upside down, I am at the top.
However, the fact that such a list
exists on what is supossed to be
a college campus is slightly un-
nerving. Most of the young ladies
I know on this campus prefer
to read or study or go to basket-
ball games or do something else
constructive with their time, so
I am assured that this is not a
common disease. The fact that one
person does it is one person too
many. I wonder whether it was
written or typed.
This kind of people usually
end up being first-clas- s citizens.
They happily play bridge while
their 11-year-- old half-w-it son is
holding up a gas station, but they
are out every night walking their
dog in front of your house while
you are getting ready for bed.
I wonder if this list will ever
be published. Although the top
ten may receive a great ego boost,
the lower 25 may start to have
serious psychological disorders.
However, after considering the
source (whom I don't even know
by the way), the effects may be
reversed.
At any rate, I would like to at
least know who number 49 is.
I want to meet a real man. Of
course, by the time this gets out,
my name will be number one on
another list with death as the
topic.
To the Editor:
VOICE Friday, January 29, 1971
At this point, Reich describes the Corporate State
which perpetuates this consciousness in contem
porary America. Through this giant merger of
the public and the private, the political and the
economic, American man is held within the con-
fines of Consciousness II. Kept in line by a system
which the author labels the "meritocracy", swamp-
ed with personal needs induced by the persistent
media, and deprived of his senses, modern p11
is reduced to a functional unit in a repressive
system.
The material thus far, although original in ap-
proach, is only concerned with the depiction of
the negative situation. After rejecting liberal re-
form as gradualistic and superficial, and, like-
wise, radical as hopeless and dangerous due to
the threat of a reactionary response, Reich pro-
ceeds with the heart of his book. It is based upon
the birth of Consciousness III as a direct result of
the present system.
What is this new consciousness? It is one which
is based upon liberation from the plastic, self-les- s
"anti-communit- y" of today. It is the awareness of
the human as Marx's "species-being- ", the whole-
ness of self which can be gained only in a realiza-
tion of the human community Ferre's "uni-munity"- ).
This consciousness is also closely at-
tuned to nature and open to a great variety of
experience. It seeks to rid labor of its alienated(Continued on Page 5)
tfaflEs ITIfcie ESM Wsram'
(CPS) Dr. William A. Abruzzi,
medical director at both the Wood-
stock and ill-fat- ed Powder Ridge
rock festivals, has charged that
current hospital emergency room
treatment of persons under drug- -
induced bad trips is often more
damaging to drug users than either
the drug or the trip itself. And in
some instances, he says, such treat-
ment has contributed to trippers'
deaths.
Dr. Abruzzi, 44, a physician at
the State University College of
New York at New Paltz, has treat-
ed or observed nearly 4,000 bad
trips over the past 17 years. He
says virtually all mind-expandin- g
drugs today are laced with vary-
ing amounts of respiratory depres-
sants such as thorazine and bar-bituate- s,
which help users off to
a quicker high. The danger comes
when someone suffering a bad trip
is brought to a hospital and is
given another dose of barbituates
to calm him. "This- - is all too
standard a practice in emergency
rooms today," Abruzzi said. "The
result is an overdose of the de
pressant. The tripper's anxiety be
comes intensified, and we- - often
end up with a severe paranoid on
TARRED AND FETTERED
To the Editor:
- Nearly two weeks ago, the Selective Service Sys-
tem completed its first year of experience with the
random-selectio- n, the youngest-firs- t method of
selecting men for induction into the armed forces
of the United States. As in any period of transition,
we have encountered a variety of problems. Many
have been resolved; others still require legislative
or administrative action. But we can assert without
qualification that this new lottery system is not only
effective in calling the manpower vital for our
national security but it also is more equitable than
the system it replaced.
In 1969, when President Nixon requested author-
ity from the Congress to. inaugurate random selec-
tion, Selective Service called the oldest men first.
Enormous numbers of our young men thereby had
been forced into an agonizing, seven-yea- r vigil,,
always wondering whether their local draft boards
would order them for induction. The new system
was designed to reduce this period of uncertainty
and to assure that the armed forces would receive
the youngest men who are best fitted for an intro-
duction to military life. The accomplishments of
this new system are significant.
(1) On Dec. 31,1970, at least 731,749 young
men completed their period of primary exposure to
the draft and were automatically placed in a second
priority selection group. These young men were inQasses I-- A, I-A- -0 or 1-- 0 during 1970 and because
they had received high lottery numbers in our first
drawing, they were not called during the year.
They will not be called in the future unless there
is a major mobilization. For these young men, for
their families, and for those associated with them,
the long, period of uncertainty about the draft has
been reduced from seven years to approximately
one year.
(2) During . 1970, the Department of Defense
asked Selective Service to provide 160,000 men for
duty in the armed forces. During the early months.
As the new year begins, you, the Liberal Youth,
must continue your crusade to right the wrongs
wrought by the Pollution Industry, the War In-
dustry, and the Fashion Industry. But you must
not remain blind to the sadly ignored injustices in
the Furniture Industry, delivered against man's
best friend, the chair.
Chairs are the most abused pieces of furniture
in the world. We climb on chairs, rest dirty feet
on chairs, throw dirty clothes on chairs forcing
them to suffer under an appalling pall of unmention
ables, and after a College dinner, we subject our
chairs to an unfettered blast of poisonous gases.
You may think chairs insignificant, and this a
frivolous campaign. But think of the importance of
chairs. Little did Herbert Chairwood realize that
the simple toy he invented for his children would
become the most essential item for the seats ofi
government. Kings have their thrones and presi
dents have their rockers (although Mr. Nixon is
off his). And former Secretary of State Gene Risk
said that a cushioned chair is essential when work
ing for world peace, especially when sitting on
one's hands.
Consider music and art. How can we play
our hands."
He estimates that about 10 drug
users in New York have died this
year because of such treatment,
and countless others may be
permanently scarred psychologic-
ally. "In none of the cases with
which I am familiar, have fatal
drugs, such as heroin, been in-
volved," he said.
Furthermore, the usual drug
tripper does not require hospitali-
zation unless he is homocidal or
suicidal, Abruzzi said. "What he
does need, is quiet, a gentle place,
where people are kind to him."
"Too many emergency rooms
treat kids like junkies or other-
wise put them down. This alone is
very destructive psychodynamic-ally- .
These youngsters are in high-
ly agitated states and in no con-
dition to cope with harrassment,"
said Abruzzi. He maintains that
each bad trip is different, and
when treatment is necessary, it
ought to be handled by physicians
on an individual basis. Jne ex
amining doctor should treat the
syndromes he finds comas, agi-
tation, whatever and not try to
play detective. The best treatment
in the world is to talk the kid
down."
of the year, as we shifted to. the random selection
system, we experienced some difficulties in meeting
these calls. By the end of April, 1970, we had ac-
cumulated a total shortfall of 14,553 men. In the
succeeding months, the system became increasingly
efficient, and by year's end, we had delivered at
least 163,059 only 441 men short. The final
audited figure probably will show a further reduc-
tion in that shortage. Thus this new system was
over 99 percent effective during its initial year in
meeting the manpower requirements of the nation's
defenses.
(3) In the early months of 1970, skeptics asserted
that men with random sequence numbers ranging
in the high 300's would be called. By year's end,
no one in the country with a number higher than
195 had been called for induction. In many states,
boards did not reach as high as 195.
All the statistics, all the reports from my state
directors, and almost all the comments we have
received at national headquarters, indicate that this
lottery is a welcome improvement in the draft. Dur-
ing my recent trip to Southeast Asia I talked to
hundreds of enlisted men about the draft. Despite
rather widespread disagreement on other policies,
everyone agreed that so long as the draft is needed,
the lottery system is the fairest way to call men for
induction.
Two more actions would improve still further the
system of random selection. President Nixon, on
April of last year, asked Congress to grant him
initiative to phase out deferments based upon edu-
cation and to carry out a uniform national call.
We have made significant improvement in the
equity of our performance with random selection
and phasing out deferments for occupation and
paternity. But more needs to be done. We intend
to seek the help of Congress to complete these
changes.
Dr. Curtis W. Tarr
Director of Selective Service
'BUT THE GREATEST OF THESE IS CHAIR-ITY- "
musical chairs without chairs? Without her chair,
Whistler's mother would have had to stand for
her sittings. Literary historians point out that
nearly all major works were written while the
author was seated. These include The Brothers
Karamazov, War and Peace, Moby Dick, and
Captain Future and the Space Emperor.
But after this invaluable service to mankind,
we, in the name of stability, cut off chairs' legs.
This sign of social instability can be avoided if we
remember a simple apothegm from Abe Lincoln.
When asked how long a man's legs should be, he
replied, "Long enough to reach the floor." The
same applies to chairs. - ' .
As intelligent, sensitive readers, you can under-
stand that humanity toward chairs is the only moral
and liberal attitude. It behooves you to heed this
call. An organization is attempting to rectify these
injustices, the Committee to Help and Institute Re-
pairs. But we need your help. If you care about
supporting those who have so valiantly supported
you, send your contributions to CHAIR, Box 1602.
We cannot approach the chair problem sitting
down.
Sidney Friebisch, Congressman
Davenport, Iowa
Friday, January 29, 1971
Requiem
(Editor's Note: Dr. Watts, professor of history, re-turn- ed this fall
irnana ana areas oj cast Africa.)
by Floyd Watts
President's Nixon's proposal to merge the Peace Corps
to write a requiem for the Peace Corps. In fact, it is probably time the Corps were phased
out. 1 shall write only about
experience ought to have a
what I ve seen, or know about, in Africa. But the African
Summer, 1966: The Peace Corps was still alive and
IN am was complicating its existence and troubling the consciences of many Corpsmen. I
don t suppose anyone but John F. Kennedy could have floated such an enterprise and made
it genuinely acceptable in Africa. (Jim Robinson's summer program, Crossroads Africa,
provided the example, and paved the way for, the Peace Corps.) How the magic of Ken-
nedy got transplanted to Africa I have no idea. It was centainly not due to the Voice of
America (Africans liked VOA s music, but tuned in the BBC for news), and very little to
USIA. When I first got to Ghana in June, 1966, about the first thing anyone said to me
was: "I am. so sorry about President Kennedy." He might have been assassinated the week
before. This kept occurring, even in quite remote villages. The experience got repeated in
Nigeria, in Kenya, in Ethiopia, and in the Sudan. So, to begin with, Corpsmen were Ken-nedym- en
(in this sense, generic for human being, male or female).
But more, Africa needed all the
help she could get in 1960 and
after, especially in teachers: Gov-
ernments everywhere had launch-
ed, or were about to, mass literacy
programs. And the thirst of their
peoples for education was un-
quenchable. Even the ardently
francophile countries welcomed
the Peace Corps. As everybody
.
knows the early Corpsmen were
the now much-despise- d general-ists- .
One did not then sheer at
them. They did the sorts of things
the specialists (1) thought could
not be done (2) probably would
have done expensively (3) didn't
want to do. Corpsmen were wel-
come in Africa because (1) they
cost very little (z) tney were
divorced from U.S. foreign policy
(3) they provided the spectacle of
whites (as most Corpsmen were)
doing manual labor. Above all,
they went to the bush where no
educated Ghanaian, or Nigerian,
or Dahoman would go short of
compulsion. Education in Africa
meant, after all, getting away from
the bush. And that was the Corps-man'- s
really great virtue: someone
really did care about the quality
.
of life in the village.
The. Corpsman also thought he
lived in an age of progress; the
U.S. for material reasons had an
abundance of agents of progress;
he would be such an agent and
go share progress. Heaven knows
why so many of us thought we
could all identify something called
progress in the early Sixties, but
we did. And even though all this
might be looked at in 1971 as cul-
tural arrogance, it was not ignoble
then. The other great virtue of
general validity.
the Corpsman? Being a generalist
he simply wasn't daunted by pro-
jects the specialist technician
would be daunted by. Nor did he
live in an expatriate enclave. Feel-
ing, empathy if you will, was
more important than cold, if more
sharply defined, skills. Revisionists
will doubtless revise this image.
If so, they will be wrong.
January, 1970: the Peace
Corps had fallen to low estate,
both in the African's estimate of
it and in the estimate of most
of its individual members. What
went wrong? Mere passage of
time, perhaps. Distinctly: Viet
Nam'. Official America flounder-
ed badly trying to explain it;
individual Corpsmen commenc
ed, early, going through a crisis
of conscience which ultimately
would drive them to public pro-
tests. Unofficial Americans, like
me, trying to explain Viet Nam
to Ghanaian friends in 1966,
didn't help much: I flatly dis-
approved. Most Africans were
uncertain even as to where the
place might be: A Nigerian
Chief asked me what in the
world the U.S. was doing in
Chile. Trying to recollect condi-
tions in Chile, plunging the
Chief into ever-deepeni- ng con-
fusion,? I finally realized he
meant Viet Nam.
What point has all this remin
iscense? Simply, that Africans,
more than any other peoples I
know, will separate individual
Americans from their govern-
ment. This must come from their
experience with Crossroaders and
Peace Corpsmen; it couldn't pos- -
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For The Peace Corps
g Dr. Box Takes The Lid Off
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
Beginning this week, the Voice takes pride in presenting the
esteemed, distinguished, and otherwise unknown advisor to the world,
Dovtor Box. He is here to solve your problems and answer those
pressing questions that life here in the urban complex raises.
(Q.) Is the College of Wooster a "bummer"? (submitted by g.s.c,
Kenarden)
(A.) Well, my friends, here on the tree-lin- ed campus, none of the
students use drugs or alcohol. Students are content with the
knowledge that they are receiving a wonderful liberal arts edu-
cation. A recent study has shown that life on the tree-lin- ed cam-
pus is a natural high, similar to the euphoria, or trip, of the well-kno- wn
drug, LDO. There is no need for escapism here. It is a
land of milk and honey, an oasis in the desert, a harbor of plea-
sure, a veritable hailstorm in the west. Where such happiness
prevails, how could there be a "bummer"?
(Q.) What is justice? (submitted by Clarence W. Swinehart, Shreve)
(A.) To illustrate my concept, I would like to draw an analogy
between justice and a uranium mine. If two men were fighting
for the ownership of the mine, one would get the uranium, and
one would get the shaft".
(Q.) What is sex? (submitted by the world)
(AJ Here on the tree-lin- ed campus, where all students greet each
other with warm smiles and friendly hellos, sex is essentially
walking around with your fly open.
Next week, Doctor Box will open more doors in your mind. He
will probe deep into a variety of subjects in his never-endin- g quest
for the truth. Until then and for now, a fond farewell from Doctor
Box. For further, inquiries call 262-622- 6.
from a year's sabbatical in London,
and Vista suggests it is time
well, although even then Viet
sibly come from tourists and em-
bassy people. Hence, even though,
say, Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana
was actively anti-Vi- et Nam from
1964 on, his savage denunciations
of U.S. policy did not really affect
the individual Corpsman in
Ghana.
But then came the later John-
son years when the Peace Corps
hierarchy was mobilized to gather
in support for U.S. policy. The
Corpsman was urged, at the least,
to remain non-committ- al about
Viet Nam. He could not, of course.
He saw the level of economic aid
to what, in a very real way, had
become "his" country steadily re-
duced. (By 1971 it has reached
the vanishing point all over
Africa.) He saw U.S. embassy
staffs concentrating almost ex-
clusively on justifying Viet Nam.
He saw the U.S. being torn apart
internally to the point where he
began to doubt he, as an Ameri-
can, had anything really to offer
anybody else. Above all, he saw
the U.S. more and more support--
Actions Speak Louder
(Editor s Note: Prior to his. coming to Wooster, Rev. Jones of the
Urban Studies Department served as Executive Director of the Greater
Cleveland Urban Coalition. He worked extensively with VISTA in his
capacity as Assistant Director of the Midwest Field Office of the fS.
Civil Right Commission in Chicago from 1965-69.- )
by Russ Jones
On Jan. 14 President Nixon made a speech at the Uni
versity of Nebraska in which
Peace Corps, VISTA, and other federal programs in which
volunteers are used. According to most commentators, the
President's words were aimed at winning the approval and
support of the nation's young people. Such an effort on his
part has to be commended. At the same time, however; one
cannot help but raise some serious questions about the whole
performance. The President's words at Nebraska cannot
stand alone, but must be set in context of Mr. Nixon's time
in the Presidency.
It may be unfair to pass judgment until the proposal
The Center for Voluntary Action is given a chance to be im-
plemented. I shall, therefore, try to keep these comments
at the level of questioning a perfectly legitimate exercise
for anyone seriously interested in the direction in which our
nation is going undr Mr. Nixon's or any President's
1
. Is effective volunteerism a
bureaucratic function?
For three and one-ha- lf years
September, 1965 until March,
1969 I was on the Chicago Re-
gional Staff of the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights. One of the
functions of that agency is the
monitoring of Federal programs
and agencies in terms of their
living up to civil rights laws and
regulations. It became apparent
that one of the major obstacles
to the effective implementation of
these provisions is bureaucratic
stagnation and frustration. In one
instance, for example, our office
decided to study how a particular
directive from the head of one
agency was being carried out. The
Joe Blatchford, former director of the Peace Corps, wrote VOICE
earlier this month noting a total of 73 College of Wooster gradu-
ates have served abroad as volunteers since 1961. "College of
Wooster alumni have made a tremendous contribution over the
past decade to Peace Corps programs throughout "the world."
Blatchford, asking for "continued support from Wooster in the
70's," was named Jan. 14 by President Nixon to head the pro-
posed agency merging VISTA, Peace Corps and other Federal
agencies.
. w
ing the status quo everywhere so
long as the status quo was friend
ly , which meant it was usually
conservative.
Any Corpsman in the field, from
Ghana to Kenya, will now tell you
that , the complexion of the Corps
has changed completely from what
it was in the early Sixties, and he
will lurtner say mat it nas ncen
the way it now is for at least
three years. The idealism has
mostly gone. Two years in the
Corps postpones the draft. It be-cam- es
a way of financing life out
of the States. It is an alternative to
graduate school. It seems a way
of "finding oneself". No matter
that "finding oneself" can be
rather rough on the Africans
among whom one does it. Affluence
has also come to the Corps in too
many places: motor cars and mo
tor cycles. Corpsmen don t much
he proposed to combine the
directive called for action by field
office directors to make available to
inner city residents the advan-
tages of a specific program.
Conversation with one field of-
fice director drew two things out:
First he tried to evade the issue
using his best "bureaucratic jar-
gon." When pressed, he finally
made the startling confession, "I
don't believe in the program."
Thus, as far as that office was con-
cerned, a national, directive was
being frustrated. Worse than that,
the likelihood of this frustration
being found out and dealt with by
his superiors was very slim be-
cause of the very size of the
like the bush now either. Once,
Corpsmen were content to merge
into the life-style- s of the country.
But now it's all long hair and
sloppy dress, this in great swatches
of country where basic sanitation
is still the primary need, bour-
geois though the young in the in-
dustrialized countries may think
it. All this is merely to say that
intense individualism is not what
Africa needs from the outsiders,
nor can it really afford to offer a
recuperative period for the dam-
aged psyche's of the outsiders. In
a detached way, the contemporary
Corpsman recognizes all this and
is apt to recommend, when his
tour is finished, that the Corps be
all wound up.
.
Cok-psme- n in the interior of
Liberia, for instance, have Ix-e- n
at Idpgerheads with their Ameri- -
( Continued on Pace 5)
"AS WE FREE YOUNG
AMERICANS FROM THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE
DRAFT AND OF THE
WAR, FROM THE RE-
QUIREMENTS OF FORCE
SERVICE, LET US OPEN
THE DOOR TO VOLUN-
TEER SERVICE."
KMX
Bigger and better volunteerism
may make for operating and fiscal
efficiency there is serious question
to that but can it nvilly do the
human job that programs such as
the Peace Corps and VISTA need
to be about to make any real im-
pact on the condition of those they
seek to serve?
Another fact of bureaucracies is
that one of their chief reasons for
being is- - self-perpetuatio- n. When .
this becomes so central to the
functioning other values are sacri-
ficed. Usually first to go is service
to the consumers of the program.
Our nation's record of dashing
people's hopes and aspirations by
offering a stone when the human
cry is for bread, needs to be re-
versed rather than continued.
--One cannot help but raise a
second question about .Mr. Nixon's
Nebraska speech.
2. Mr. President, can we be-
lieve your Nebraska words?
More' important than the pro-
posal for the Center for Voluntary
Action was the whole mood of the
speech. Seemingly Mr. Nixon's
view of what actions are needed
Page Four
ABORTION
ne Woman's oicc
(Editor's Note: The following ex-
periences speak of anxieties which
need not have had to take place.
Voice is advocating here neither
abstinence or promiscuity. There
is, however, on campus, a clear
need for greater responsibility; we
urge attendance at this quarter's
forums dealing with human sexu-
ality.)
I waited until I came back to
school to tell someone. I had gone
to a doctor while I was home and
he confirmed that I. was two
months pregnant. But I needed
friends and help so I waited until
I came-hac- k to school. I told three
of my friends. They didn't blink
an eyelash, they were so calm
about the whole thing, at first I
was mad ; but then I realized that
they were leing that way for me
and I was so glad that they were
with me. The boy involved was in
the army in Nam and I didn't
want to tell him, but decided that
I'd better. I wrote to him and
didn't get an answer.
A friend gave me the phone
number of the Women's Center in
New York City and they gave me
some phone numbers of various
hospitals to get in touch with. The
first two that I ' called were full
for the next month and a half. The
third was able to admit me in
three weeks any later than that
they wouldn't do the abortion.
For the next two weeks I wor-
ried, didn't study, didn't go to
meals too often, mainly I hid in
the dorm. I was sure that every-
one could tell that I was pregnant.
I wore sweat shirts and baggy
dresses. The next thing I had to
think of was getting the money to-
gether. I wrote to a women's col-
lective that had an alortion fund.
They sent me $75, and a letter that
said that they wished they could
send more, but they had so many
requests. My friends rounded up
$.500, thanks to about 20 people
on campus, who lent them money.
I had the rest of the money that I
needed.
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Head for the action in
the bold style of Roblee's
BRASS STUDS. Just
one from a collection,
this boot boasts a new
strap and brawny leather.
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The last week seemed like an
eternity, but I was finally on the
plane to NYC. I was so sick the
entire trip and two women had
babies that were having a crying
contest. It was awful.
I took a cab as soon as I got
to New York and went to the hos-
pital. It took them four hours to
admit me, and then they took
what seemed to be a thousand
tests. They arranged to have all
my bills paid through the pedia-
trics department. I didn'f see a
doctor until about three hours be-
fore the abortion. He said hello,
looked at my chart and went to
the next bed. I felt like I was on
an assembly line, there were about
ten beds in the ward and they kept
putting new women in and taking
them out. As soon as one left an-
other came in. All of us were
scared, but we were so different.
For the first time I realized that all
sorts of people are really just
about the same.
I went to the delivery room. I
don't rememler much, except be-
ing in pain. I can't remember the
doctor at all, or any of the nurses.
I suppose I don't remember any-
thing, lecause I don't want to . . .
sometimes it comes back to me
when I get really depressed. j
I remember coming back to
Wooster, and everything was the
same. People were in a frenzy
about pets in the dorms and if they
were going to have a date that
weekend or not. It all seemed so
inane and sick to me. This is,
really the first time that I've talk-
ed about it, and I know that I'm
holding back. But, I guess most of
you don't understand, anyway.
This is a cold place and people
just don't look, or care.
I was lucky, I've heard stories
about women alorting themselves
and dying, and about abortionists
raping women before they give
them the abortion. It's impossible
to put down on paper what hell
a" woman goes through at a time
like this . . . it's just impossible.
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GUEST PRIVILEGE
Legality Versus Humanity
by Kathy Palumbo
Abortion is and has been for centuries the world's most com-
mon birth control method. This nation's anti-ahortio- n laws were in-
stated in the 1800's to "protect" women from the crude surgery prac-
tices of the 19th century. However, this is 1971 and abortions are
found to be a safer operation than childbirth.
Almost 1 million abortions are performed in the United States
every year. (Some figures run as high as two million.) Of these
only 10,000 were legal; 70 percent of them were given to married
women; 350,000 women suffered post-operati- ve complications re-
sulting from illegal abortions and 5,000 of those women died. Four-fifth-s
of the legal abortions were for private patients as opposed to
clinic patients and nine-tenth- s were given to white women.
Numbers like these are inexcusable and come close to legal mur-
der. By retaining archaic, oppressive laws, the majority of states have
permitted butchery and murder of. women to remain legalized. Most
states require that a woman be in-physic- al danger for her life before
her hospital and her husband permit her to have an abortion.
Colorado, California, Georgia, Maryland, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Arkansas, Hawaii, Oregon and Wisconsin allow psychiatric
reasons to enter into the qualifications for review before a hospital
board. AH of these states have residency requirements ranging from
five years to three months, including the state of Hawaii. All states,
including New York, which has the most liberal abortion laws, pro-
pose a time limit within which the abortion is legal, up to twelve
weeks, fice months, etc. In Ohio abortion is legal only when a mother's
life is seriously endangered; this excludes the act of rape.
In most states the price for abortions ranges from $300 to $1000.
In New York the price goes from $100 to $400; however the inclu-
sion of out-patie- nt care raises the actual price to the $600-$80- 0 area.
The actual cost of the operation itself is $25. Blue Cross covers the
price of abortions in some states, including Ohio.
The women who suffer the most from the present abortion laws
and poor, uninformed, black and Spanish-speakin- g women. In a
recent three-yea- r study, 79 percent of New York City's abortion
deaths were black and Puerto Rican women. In such states as Mis-
sissippi and Alabama, poor women are sometimes given the alternative
of having the child or getting an abortion, but must agree to be steril-
ized if they have the abortion.
With one of every four women experiencing legal or illegal
abortions in this country, the laws that are on record now prove to
be, at the very least, insufficient, and at most, legalized murder.
Among the best informational and counseling organizations are:
Clergy Consultation
55 .Washington
New York. N.Y.
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Detroit
Philadelphia
New Haven
New Jersey
New York City
Women's Pavilion, Inc
515 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10023
(212) 371-667- 0
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I thought about it for weeks.
I would beat my. stomach every
night after my roommate was
asleep. I just couldn't keep it to
myself any longer, so I went to
A. one night after everyone else
on the hall was asleep. She lis-
tened and told me not to worry,
that she would make some phone
calls the next day.
I couldn't tell my boy friend.
He would say that the thing we
should do is get married, but that
would have meant my quitting
school and I want my degree too
much to give it all up. I couldn't
tell my parents. After all, Wooster
is a "good" school where there
are only nice people and "nice"
girls just- - don't get pregnant out
of wedlock. .
The next day A. and I made
some phone calls and they included
a doctor's appointment in Cleve-
land to find out for sure if I was
pregnant or not. We called a
friend of ours who had had an
abortion the previous summer and
she gave us the name of a doctor
to call.
We went to Cleveland that week--
Service
Square South
10012
(212) 254-631- 4
(617) 527-718- 3
(216) 229-742- 3
(313) 964-083- 8
(215) 923-514- 1
(203) 624-864- 8
(201) C33-293- 7
(212) 477-003- 4
Dom
another's
end and the doctor called me on
Tuesday and told me 1 was two
months pregnant . . . to top it off
he congratulated me! I called the
abortionist. "Hello, Dr -
Mrs. Carpenter (fake name) told
me to call you about speaking at
the meeting next month." I was
given a second phone number to
call, and was told to give the doc-
tor the same message. I finally
reached the doctor. He told me
that his "speaking" fee was $350,
and that he would be free to ar-
range things with me next week-
end. So, the time, place and fee
were all set.
I told my friends that I was
going home to see my sister that
weekend. I went to the student
bank and took out a loan, so did
A. I took all my money out of
my bank account and wrote to
my brother to ask him for some
money which he cabled to me.
All the way to Washington,
D.C., where the doctor was, I kept
thinking that I would walk into
some sleazy hotel and go to the
top floor where I would find a
dirty old man with a pair of
knitting needles or a coat hanger.
I tried not to think of it, but I
couldn't help it.
As soon as I got. to D.C, I got
a cab and went to the address
that the doctor had given to me.
A nurse met me, the address was
a restaurant. She took me to a car
and asked me for the $350 the
doctor wouldn't do the abortion
until he got the money. We drove
to a residential area and went to
an apartment in one of the build
ings. There was a living room,
but the rest of the apartment was
a clinic. It was clean and the doc-
tor ssfmpA tr rv nlcav. He ex
plained things to me and then
asked the nurse to help me get
ready.
The next thing that I knew, I
was in a recovery room in the
apartment. The nurse told me that
I almost passed out before they
got me into an operating room.
She also told me that everything
was taken care of and that I would
be able to leave the apartment in
two days. She said I was okay,
but that I was nervous and weak
and that the doctor thought a day
of rest would be good for me. I
cried for the entire day . . . It
was all over. I've never felt so
relieved in toy life, it was like
the weight of the world being
lifted off of your shoulders.
I was back in Wooster that Wed-
nesday. I had to lie . about what
a great time I had had at home.
Thank God my parents hadn't
tried to call me that weekend. 1
called my boyfriend and tried to
talk to him, but I hung up. I just
couldn't face him, what would he
think if he knew? The next time
I saw him, I told him that I
thought we should break up. I
can't believe how cold I was.
A lot of things have happened
since then, and I've tried to block
the abortion but of my mind. May
be that's why this seems so
sketchy. I don't regret what I did.
but I, also, can't say that I'm
happy that I did It. It's one of
those things that I can't make a
judgment on, but I'm so glad that
I was able to tell a friend and
that she helped and that I could
get the money together. I keep
thinking about all the women who
aren't even that lucky. I'm still
paying back all the money that I
owe A. and my brother.
The one thing that does hurt, is
the fact that I have to lie to my
parents all the time. They think
that their little baby is just the
nicest girl in the whole world. I
don't feel that what I did was
wrong, but they would die if
they ever found out.
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(Continued from Page 2)
quality and set it back into the context of genuine
human creativity. (The purity and idealism of this
type is obvious; Reich admits the weaknesses of
such a typology as his.)
The book vacillates between the poles of his-toric- al
necessity and a plea to: "seize the time"
through this new brand of f consciousness. Theformer pole is developed by showing Consciousness
III to be an inevitable product of the technological
system (Reich's Corporate State). This is an ob-
vious parallel to the Marxian analysis of capital-
ism, with the idea of the particular system con-
taining the seeds of its own destruction. In the
case of the Corporate State, its self-destructi- on
comes in the creation of a consciousness, centered
in youth, which sees the overwhelming "discrepancy
between what could be and what is." An inevitable
by-produ- ct of this system is the seed of its collapse.
Worker As Nigger
The basic thesis of the book is that culture is
the primary source of radical historical change. One
looks into the past and finds adequate evidence to
support
.
or refute this major premise. However,
what is more vital is the question of the truth of
this premise in its application to the contemporary
American scene. It is questionable that there are
any grounds to view the subcultural element as a
united one, even in terms of "consciousness". It
is even more doubtful that the average American
worker, will soon 'realize his status as "nigger", as
Reich predicts. .
There is, however, an obvious reaction (largely
youthful) to the "Corporate State". One may be
able to call it a whole ("the movement", Conscious-
ness III, "the subculture"). If there is a general
life-styl- e which reflects a new consciousness, the
MORE ON
VOICE needs people: proof-
readers, writers, typists, crea-
tive genii. BE AN ACTIVIST.
(Get your name in the Alumni
House files.)
Patronize VOICE Advertisers
A date has not yet been
set for John Dineen's trial.
But the '69 Wooster graduate
who refused induction after
his local board denied him
CO status, must still retain a
lawyer and prepare a de-
fense.
He needs the support of the
community wherein his views
were formed. Send your con-
tributions to the Church
House. Make checks out to
"Westminster Church", indi-
cate Dineen Fund.
question is whether Reich's "yeast theory" will be-
come a historical reality. There is, possibly, an
equally good case to be made for the picture of a
disillusioned, frustrated scattering of one genera-
tion, trapped in the midst of Marcuse's "one-dimensiona- l"
society. Perhaps the chief value of the book
lies in its eclipse of exhausted rhetoric and its at-
tempt to introduce culture as the focal point for
critical social thought.
For someone who finds himself trapped between
social responsibility and the salvation of personal
sanity, between tiresome revolutionary rhetoric and
senseless liberal efforts, it is a pleasant change of
pace to be told to simply live. It is, at least, a
comfort.
i ri j " r
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Requiem For The Peace Corps
(Continued from Page 3)
can supervisors for at least the
past two and one-ha- lf years. The
supervisors, they say, never leave
Monrovia, the capital ; they fur-
ther say the supervisors are all
safely in the pockets of President
Tubman and his True Whig Party.
Hence they, the Corpsmen, say
they have in fact become agents
for the "domestic imperialism"
exerted by the costal Libero-Am-erica- ns
over the indigenous people
of the interior. Points of fact: in
1969 Liberia spent 62 percent of
its budget on administration; some
years back, when the new Presi-
dential palace (a contribution of
AID) turned on its water and
lights, all Monrovia behind it
promptly lost its running water
and electricity.
Corpsmen in Ethiopia have
been plunged into difficulties not,
I think, of their making. AH power
in Ethiopia ultimately resides in
His Imperial Majesty; the pattern
of society is distinctly aristocratic.
Criticism of authority can only be
indirect. One does not attack HIM
or the establishment directly. The
student rebellion at Haile Selassie
I University last year remains ob-
scure, but it shook the establish-
ment, and 25 student leaders got
mowed down by tanks. All now
seems quiet. The focal point of the
protest? The Peace Corps and its
Americanization of Ethiopia. But
this, it seems to me, reflects more
the desperate plight of those who
would change the Ethiopian sys-
tem. Corpsmen I have known
from Ethiopia tend to get
thoroughly Ethiopianized. The
Americanization of Ethiopia comes
from other sources.
The Corps retains it popularity
in Ghana at least at the official
level but, as in so many other
ways, Ghana is scarcely typical of
Africa. The direction of the Corps
there has been domesticated : three
Ghanaians now run it. Since I
know two of them, I rather im-
agine Corpsmen are going to be-
come much more spiffy than they
have been accustomed to recently.
And, .last I knew, Ghana was even
contemplating offering ex-Corps-m- en
a further two-ye-ar stint on
Peace Corps terms, only now at
Ghana's expense. Still the prob-
lem how to get the educated to
go back to the bush.
Kenya still seems to want Corps-men- .
Part of this, at least, is owing
to the new Harambee schools,
schools established and maintained
by local resources. Harambee
schools are a desperate expedient
by government in response to the
acute demand for more education.
They lead a precarious existence;
staff members who are Kenyan
have no guarantee of the monthly
pay check. Hence Corpsmen are
eagerly sought by Headmasters:
they come free. All the same, one
can expect resentment to build up.
Most of what I've said ought
to point to requiescat in pace
for the Corps. I think it does. It
is probably too late now to
rescue it from the political quag-
mires into which it has fallen.
I doubt if this administration
really has the will to do it. Mer-
cifully, then, VISTA may rescue
the reputation of the Corps by
swallowing it altogether.
(Continued from Page 1)
plete allegiance to "Chairman
Jesus." To be a Christian is to
follow his teachings in all aspects
of one's life. It is to live as if
the new order is already here, to
be free of the sickness of society.
Gish explained this high sound-
ing theological statement has ex-
tremely important consequences in
every day life. If one gives one's
allegiance to Jesus, then he is
master and not Richard Nixon, or
the state or the college. One must
break with the old, oppressive
commitments and values and
create a new life style. Because
society is sick the Christian will
always be an outcast from society.
A Christian radical must refuse
to obey the state whenever its
edicts conflict with the teachings
of Christ. One must never compro
mise with the system, for all the
compromises of the past have
come to nothing. It is the ap
proach of the radical that is truly
realistic.
In specific terms, Gish explained
being a Christian radical is being
committed to total non-violen- ce
It means one cannot serve in
the army or pay war taxes. It
means one should lead a simple
life, rejecting the affluent society
It also means Christian radicals
must build new alternatives, counter-inst-
itutions to take the place
of the old.
One must identify with the poor
and oppressed rather than the op
pressor and the rich. To do this
a community of faith must be
established, giving moral support
to the efforts of individuals and
working together for certain aims
One cannot le a Christian by one
self and one cannot live as if the
new order had come without a
support community. Using this
definition, the Church takes on
very different meaning.
K)
This is the symbol of the United
Farm Workers Organizing Com-
mittee. If this label isn't on the
box in which the lettuce you are
about to buy was shipped, don't
buy it. Buy only union lettuce
and help farm workers win their
struggle.
PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
1811 MALL AVE.
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Gish . . . "allegiance to Chair-
man Jesus."
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Everybody's Favorite
Pancakes, Omelettes,
and Waffles
Full Menu of
. Seafoods Chicken
Sandwiches
Try Our 12 or 16 oz.
T-B- one Steaks Either
Charbroiled or Grilled
2730 Cleveland Road
Music
To Play By . . .
Portable stereo systems by
RCA - Motorola - Sy Ivania
Modular stereo by Fisher
mm APPLIANCECENTER
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Scot C3ig!jlighs Jpbr
by Tom Hilt
VOICE (port Editor
Just bits 'n pieces this week ....
Best Team Ever????
The Fighting Scot basketball team is off to its best start since
the '41-'4- 2 season. Since that black Saturday night at Geneva, the
cagers have rolled to 11 straight wins to equal the same efforts of
the '29-'3- 0 and '41-'4- 2 Scot teams. The longest Wooster win streak
ever occurred during the years '21, '22, '23 and '47, '48, '49 when
those Scot teams added up 16 consecutive victories each. By winning
its next six ball games, this year's Scot team can break this record
and become the best Wooster team ever. Can the Scots do it???
Dinger Climbs Higher ....
Senior co-capt- ain Tom Diner moved into third place in the
OAC's all-ti- me scorers' list Tuesday night when he tallied 28
points against B-- W. He surpassed former Kenyon star, John Dun-lo- p.
Otterbein's Don Carlos holds second place, while former
Kenyon All-Ameri- can John Rinka owns the top position. Inc-
idental, The -- Scots defeated B-- W, 78-6- 2, to up their record ot
16-- 1.
Congratulations, Scotties!!!!
The Fighting Scotties volleyball team lived up to its name last
weekend, fighting all the way to the finals before bowing out. They
will take a' very fine 13-- 3 record to the Nationals at the University of
Kansas, Feb. 4-- 6, .and should make an excellent Wooster showing.
The starters: Donna Beck, Nancy Brewer, Denise Massa, Janet Nord-
strom, Lorrie Sprague, and Jule VanderWerf and subs Annie Baird,
Barb Gcirello, and Pam Young all played well in the State Tourna-
ment and throughout the season.
Coach Cinny Hunt and all of the women deserve extra credit
for their hard work this year, so why not congratulate them the next
time you see. one?
A Tip of the Hat to ... .
Junior Willie Jonev Wooster's first blind wrestler, who re-
corded his first career victory (other than a forfeit win) last Satur-
day. It was an impressive victory too, as Willie chalked up a
3-- 0 shutout decision against Glen Dinetz of Marietta. Willie never
wrestled before arriving on campus and learned all of the ex-
ercises and holds in two quick years. Keep up the good work,
Willie!!! f
Bowlers Rolling Along ....
Did you know that Woo U. is represented by a bowling team
in the Ohio Intercollegiate Bowling Conference? Yep, that's right.
The Scots play in the northern division of the Conference with such
schools as Kent State, BG. TU, BW, CCC-Wes- t, Akron, and Ashland.
They have matches every Saturday, meeting two schools per Saturday.
Leading the Wooster alleymen is senior captain Bruce Thatcher
with a 178- - average. Junior Tom Fitt is not far behind with a 174.
Other members of the Scot team are senior Bill Metcalfe, juniors
Chuck HufFer and Jim Scotland, and freshmen Kip Kuebler and Sut-
ton Bagedain. Coaching the team is Jerry Limbach, head of the
Scot Lanes.
According to Fitt, the team members practice from 15-2- 0 games
a week to prepare for their weekend matches.
The Scots' next big weekend is Feb. 18-2- 0 at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
when they compete in the Midwest Regional Collegiate Bowling
Wooster's Newest Restaurant
THE BUCKEYE TREE
One Year Old This Month
Char Steaks Lobster Tails
Club Sandwiches Salads
Sundaes Pastries
Banquet Facilities
3800 -- Cleveland Road Phone 345-741- 0
Buy Your Books At
THE BOOK NOOK
And Your Records
And Posters At
THE PLATTER PLACE
201 East Liberty Street
(Lower Level)
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SCOTS WEEKLY
SPORTS CALENDAR
Saturday
Basketball, Kenyon, Away
Swimming, B-- W, Away
Wrestling, B-- W & Wittenberg,
Home, 1:00
Tuesday
Basketball, Oberlin, Home, 8
Wednesday
Swimming, Akron, Home, 4
7AA Wins Fifth
Volleyball Title
Seventh Section's AA team
wrapped up an undefeated volley-
ball season (11-0- ) by turning back
previously unbeaten Third AA
Monday night. After losing the
first game, 15-1- 7, 7 AA stormed
back to win 15--8 and 15-- 3 for
Seventh's 5th straight IM volley-
ball champPonship.
Third AA ended the season at
10-- 1, while the Residents were
close behind at 9-- 2. Second AA
(8-3- ), 7A (7-4- ), and 2A (6-5- )
rounded out the top half of the
League.
The IM basketball season began
Tuesday night. In addition to the
usual A and B Leagues, there will
le a Freshman League this year.
All games will be played in the
Physical Education Center.
- : ' UliWljlxip
Basketball is not always dribbling and shooting as this picture
proves. Upset by the unruly play of Case Tech's No. 5, Scot senior
Pat Roach takes matters into his own hands. Both players were
ejected from the game, but not until Roach made a couple of
nice punches. Look out, Ali!
dQ Xv2aQnrneim IKIasfl B-V- J, WMff
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Featuring last year's OAC
champion, the . Fighting Scot
wrestling team will host a tri-
angular meet tomorrow at 1:00 in
the Physical Education Center. De-
fending champion Wittenberg and
always rough Baldwin-Wallac- e
will give the Scot matmen their
toughest test so far this season.
Freshmen again led the way last
Saturday as the Scots dropped
Willie Jones, Wooster's first
blind wrestler.
(MflfHina
FOR DRUGS
1725 Cleveland Road
'Closest to the Campus'
(3eena IEnuase
SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI
764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE WOOSTER, OHIO
Phone 262-713- 6
Marietta, 24-7-, and then lost a
clase 23-1- 6 match to Mt. Union.
The grapplers will be riding a 3-- 1
record into tomorrow's triangular.
Freshman double winners
were Larry Sprague and Mar-
shall Wenger. Sprague, 158, de-cisio- ned
Mt. Union, 12-- 3, and
Marietta, 6-- 4, while Wenger,
190, pinned Mount at 3:50 and
pinned Marietta at 4:16.
Another freshman, Wes Dumas,
150, easily decisioned Marietta,
12-2- , and scored a 2-- 2 draw with
the
,
Purple Radiers' captain, sen-
ior Phil Amerine.
Two other draws were recorded.
Freshman Jim Rastetter went 2-- 2
with his 134-poun- d Marietta op-
ponent, while senior captain John
Hatch also rang up a 2-- 2 match
with Frank Gkach, the 177-poun- d
runnerup in last year's OAC meet.
. Other double winners included
junior Bob Yomboro and senior
Tom LaMonica. Yomboro, 167,
decisioned Mount, 2-- 0, and Mari-
etta, 5-- 4.
A big victory for the Scots
occurred in the Unlimited class
where junior Willie Jones, Woos-
ter's first blind wrestler, record-
ed a 3-- 0 decision shutout
against Glen Dinetz of Mari-
etta. It was Jones' first career
victory other than forfeit wins.
A Special
Checking
that really
AFULL
(SERVICE
We offer
Checking Accounts
that require no minimum
balance and give you
instant money,
safe from loss or theft.
Something special.
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basketball they are seeing this
year," said the Dutchman.
"Those teams rated in the small
college polls are state schools
for the most part. Wooster,
along with Capital, can hold
claim, to being one of the na-
tion's best small liberal arts col-
leges. Next to the Mafia," Van
Wie concluded, "one of the big-ge- ts
crimes in this country is the
fact .that Wooster isn't rated."
The Scots have passed the half-
way mark with a 15-- 1 record and
an 11-ga- me winning streak. The
eight remaining games, however,
can make or break the season.
They are all against Ohio Confer-
ence opponents, and each presents
a unique problem.
Tuesday, Wooster traveled to
Berea to face Baldwin-Wallac- e and
its prolific scorer, Dean Martin.
Tomorrow's trip to Kenyon poses
an even greater hurdle. The Lords
resrular season. Winning the first
game 15-9- , the Scotties threw
away the second game, 15-- 5, be-
fore setding down to take the
fina lgame, 15--4, behind the in-
spired junior Denise Massa. This
win boosted the Scotties into the
championship against Mount.
Although Wooster played well,
Mount St. Joseph simply outplayed
the Scotties, winning games of
15-- 5 and 15-8- . The tall Mount
squad spiked hard and placed
their shots with expertise. The
ree
NEED HELP?
8 p.m. to 6 a.m. NIGHTLY
Call 262-483- 1
BUMMER LINE
THE EXECUTIVE CLUB
HAS IT ALL TOGETHER
18 Years and Up
LIVE MUSIC
EVERY MONDAY and WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
Open Every Day 3 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
College I.D.'s Accepted
421 EAST LIBERTY STREET
(at Foot of Beall Avenue)
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Record Faflfler, Schedule Shorter, Going Tougher'
by Dave Berkey
VOICE Sport Writer
With each basketball game
these next few weeks the OAC
will attempt to shoot down the
front running Wooster Scots. As
the record gets fatter and the
schedule gets shorter, the going
gets tougher. Through it all, Woos-
ter fan support 'may be a key
factor.
"In the next few weeks we're
going to depend on Wooster
student support to keep us go-
ing," commented head coach Al
Van Wie. "it's hard to assess
how much this means to the
players," he continued. "Three
of the top games coming up
are at home and fan support
on the road has been growing."
Why get so
.
excited about
this team? "I don't know whe-therKn- uo
the students can ap-
preciate the caliber of college
have registered impressive wins
over Edinborough, 98-9- 6 on the
Toad and avenged a loss at the
Marion Invitational by beating
Marietta, 95-9- 4.
With a new coach, Kenyon has
adjusted its style to more of a
running game built around a re-
turnee from the Rinka days, Marty
Hunt. A scrappy club, the Lords
gave Ashland a game in the Mar-
ion Invitational and have gone up-
hill since.
But a game which will fea-
ture all the trimmings comes to
the Physical Education Center
next Tuesday. Rival Oberlin in-
vades for a game Van Wie says,
"We'd very much like to win."
The Yeomen have been the Scots
downfall in the last three meet-
ings of the two teams, putting
Wooster out of two consecutive
OAC tournaments and destroy- -
Scoities 73-- 3, State Volleyball Runner-up-s
The Wooster Scotties will be
sporting an excellent 13-- 3 record
going itno the Nationals at the
University of Kansas next week-
end. Last Saturday the Scotties
made it all the way to the finals
before the women from Mount St.
Joseph dumped the Scotties in
two games in the Ohio State Wo-
men's Volleyball Championship.
Sixteen teams originally started
the two-da-y tournament which
Wooster held for the second con-sectuti- ve
year. Eight were elimin-
ated in a round robin tournament
Friday, and the remaining teams
competed ' in a single elimination
tournament on Saturday.
Friday, the Scotties whipped
teams from Kent State," Cedarville,
and " Mt. Union, qualifying them
for the quarter-final- s Saturday
morning. In the quarter-final- s, the
Wooster women tripped Baldwin-Wallac- e,
15--3 and 16-1- 4.
This set the stage for the Scot-tie- s
semi-final- s game against un-
defeated Ohio Northern, a team
which defeated Wooster during the
Mounties will ioin the Scotties at
the Nationals, carrying a perfect
15--0 season record with them.
LYRIC II
264-791- 4
Now thru Tuesday, Feb. 2
"American
Yilderness"
A true life adventure in beautiful
color from Alaska to Baja!
Starts Wednesday, Feb. 3
"The Owl and
the Pussycat
PROBE
FOn AIR
it
reservations
THE SMOOTH TRAVEL WAY
264-98- 99
Yooster Auto Club
Grumbacher Art Supplies
(Student Discount)
WOOSTER OFFICE EQUIPMENT
143 N. Market Street
ing the Scots at Oberlin last
year, 95-6- 9.
Oberlin has Guierri, Singleton
and Bryant lack from last year's
Ohio Conference tournament
champs plus a fine crop of fresh-
men. The Obies barely lost to Wit-
tenberg by one point last week
and could be the sleepers in the
OAC race.
Last week's victories, 73-6- 0 over
John Carroll and 108-6- 7 over
Case Tech were good tune-up- s for
the finishing stretch. "The key to
our success thus far has been 13
guys working hard, with more
spirit and determination than I've
seen in a long while," the Dutch-
man said. "They've proven that
Page Seven
B-LEA-
GUE VOLLEYBALL
FINAL STANDINGS
1. First BB 11-- 0
2. Ken HI 9-- 2
3. Douglass 8--3
Ken AB 8-- 3
5. Seventh BB 7--4
Seventh B 7-- 4
7. Ken C 5-- 6
First B 5-- 6
they can win the big one, we've
just got to keep the ball rolling."
And as Van Wie says, for the next
three weeks, the next game on
Wooster'sv schedule is the big one.
Please Patronize VOICE
PORTA-COO- L
GENERAL ELECTRIC 2 CUBIC FOOT
REFRIGERATORS
Now Available at $7.00 per month
Contact: BILL LEE, Ext. 514
sffODBtirci'LTS
We're Interested in Your
Savings Dollars and Have Many
Plans from which You May Choose
At 1776 Bead Avenue
(Opposite the Hospital)
Is Conveniently Located
JUST ftollTrOF YOUR CAMPUS
STOP IN AND SEE US SOON!
The Wayne County National Bank
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MORE ON
(Continued from Page 3)
to deal effectively with some of
the most pressing current issues
has been enlarged and corrected.
This we certainly hope is the case,
However, he has been in office
only two years and recent history
revents us from too quickly swai-owin- g
the rhetoric. Tom Wicker,
a New York Times columnist,
writing on "The Words At Ne-
braska" said, "But words cannot
long be divorced from deeds, or
drained of meaning, if trust is to
be maintained."
Speaking at Nebraska was the
same JNixon who had condoned
and participated in the divisive
tactics of last Fall's elections; this
was the leader of an Administra-
tion that has dragged its feet on
the enforcement of school desegre-
gation; that had vetoed an aid to
education bill as well as a bill
which would have provided much-neede- d
funds for hospitals and
health care; that has seen a steady
stream of Blacks and whites leave
its employ because they became
disenchanted over what wasn't be-
ing done by the federal govern-
ment to deal with the human prob-
lems of our day.
The reader might say that I am
guilty of condemning only on a
basis of past performance. I plead
guilty! At the same time, I will
confess to a willingness to give
the new proposal a chance before
passing final judgment. However,
my patience and pessimism should
be understood. I am part of a
people to whom for all too long
justice has been denied. We have
feasted on the high-soundin- g
words and promises of politicans
only to realize all too soon that
they were but campaign oratory.
We have believed many words of
the "do-gooder- s" only to find that
the words were powerless and de-
void of any real intent of imple-
mentation. But I am also part of
a people that has had to have
hope in untold abundance.
And so, once again, even in the
face of my skepticism, I must hope
MAT Program Little
by Malcolm Andrews
The MAT program has attracted
little attention from Wooster stu-
dents because it is a graduate
student program. It was initiated
in the summer of 1966 to aid col-
lege students who had no profes-
sional education experience or
preparation and to assist teachers
who wanted to broaden their
knowledge of their major and re-
lated fields. The college felt it was
rendering an essential service to
American education by providing
qualified and more thoroughly
trained teachers for the secondary
schools and junior colleges of this
country. In addition, the college
was motivated to initiate the pro-
gram by the knowledge it was
providing individuals greater earn-
ing potential by offering them
graduate enrichment courses in
education.
Disciplines offered under the
MAT program include English,
Geology (Earth Science) , History,
Mathematics, Physical Education,
Political Science, Sociology and
Speech. There is a two track pro-
gram depending on the student's
background. For those who already
possess teachers' certificates em-
phasis is placed on taking up to
nine courses in their major or cog-
nate fields. For those who lack
the teachers' certificate and any
experience with education courses,
emphasis is put on taking three or
four courses in education, Le.
SI
that somehow Mr. Nixon's words
at Nebraska will find the kind of
implementation of both mood and
substance that will bring this na
tion a step closer to living out its
great destiny. Bigger and better
volunteensm may not be the ans
wer. Nevertheless, it may be that
out of the crucible of legislative
battle may come the kinds of new
directions that we need to take
towards achieving wholeness as a
nation. c
MORE ON
Miles
(Conrirmod Croat Pace 1)
other people. Group solidarity is
a powerful force to contend with,
especially if the group works to-
ward a recognizable end that will
benefit themselves. But why is it
that some white Americans expect
white Americans to organize and
defend their group or national in-
terest and abhor Black groups ex-
pressing Black Nationalism as a
philosophy? Do some white Amer-
icans really believe that they are
"Communist Inspired," subversive,
"Black racistseparatist," or
"Black Mafia"?
Until some white Americans and
Black Americans realize that
grounded in group power, group
interest, and organization factions,
is a multi-ethni-c culture, not a
melting pot, then, maybe, a
peaceful coexistence can be estab-
lished with each recognizing and
respecting group interest and
power base. This will not solve the
race problem. As Black people are
more concerned with survival, the
alert person will recognize that
there is. an increase with Black
solidarity. Consequently, America,
including its educational institu-
tions, should realize this pheno-
menon also. They can best present
their ideas through a concerted
effort. Is this not a time for
rethinking the Black existence here
at the College of Wooster?
Child and Adolescent Develop-
ment, Student Teaching, and His-
tory of American Education, Philo-
sophy of Education, or Education
and Society as well as four or five
courses in the major field. Both
tracks of the program are required
to take the fundamental course
Education 500 for specific profes-
sional training in teaching. In
keeping with the MAT program's
attempt to provide its students with
an individually tailored course
plan the student determines his
course selections with the aid of
two advisors, Dr. Hoffman and the
Chairman of the student's major
department. They also help the
MAT student determine if he needs
more than the ten required courses
to satisfactorily complete the pro-
gram.
The number of students in the
MAT program ranges from 25 to
40 students as the numerous part-tim- e
students who are teachers can
only take courses in the summer
when school is out. All MAT
candidates must possess a 2.70
average in college and maintain
ON THE SQUARE
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Uncle Charlie
A Dirt Band
Groove
A couple of years ago, the music
people became enchanted with the
roots of their art, namely blues
and country music. The Byrds,
The Rolling Stones and many oth
ers recorded original or derivative
material, and Dylan sorta closed
the whole thing with "Nashville
Skyline". But he did it with an
album that was long on spirit and
technology, short on country and
western. It seems that rock musi-
cians think the only difference be-
tween their form and C & W is the
sted guitar. No one has yet genu-
inely integrated the two, no one
has really interpreted C & W in
modern terms, but the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band made a real nice record
trying. It's called "Uncle Charlie
and His Dog Teddy."
The album features songs by
writers from outside the group,
namely Kenny Loggins, Randy
Newmman and Michael Nesmith.
Randy Newman's "Living Without
You" is a fine song, and the
acoustic arrangement only adds
to the song's qualities. Mike Ne
smith, in spite of his past with
the Monkees, writes nice little
songs like "Some of Shelley's
Blues." Loggins contribution to
the album is "Yukon Railroad,"
maybe the best song on the record.
Uncle Charlie is some dude they
met somewhere, and they recorded
conversations and songs. Teddy is
his dog, and he sings "Rugged Old
Cross." This leads into "Mr. Bo--
jangles," which is a good song
that too many people have re
corded. Frank Sinatra may be
next. In this version, listen to the
mandolin lighten up the song. The
band may still be realizing its po-
tential as artists, but this record
holds together on the basis of ex
cellent musicianship and an appar-
ent sense of both honesty and good
humor.
It ain't heavy, it ain't Alvin
Lee, it ain't Grand Funk, it ain't
good country and western, but you
can enjoy it . . . which is weird.
C.T.
Noticed
a 3.0 average while in the MAT
program. Some probationary can-
didates, however, are admitted if
the MAT director feels the individ-
ual can maintain the required
average. Tuition for three quarters
at the college amounts to $2259
and work opportunities are limited
by the fact that undergraduates
get the first choice. There is almost
no scholarship money available
from the college for the MAT stu-
dent. He is encouraged to get
NDEA (National Defense Educa-
tion Assistance) loans from the
government.
The MAT program does not pro-
vide instant work opportunities as
there is no placement office directly
connected with the program. But
it. does virtually guarantee the
MAT graduate an increase in his
earning power ranging from $300
to $1000. Thirteen of the 35 MAT
graduates received their under-
graduate degrees from Wooster.
Most Wooster students who par-
ticipate in the MAT program wait
a few years before seeking the
degree. -
Two-Thir- ds Of U. S. Colleges
Facing ''Financial Difficulty'
(CPS) America's colleges and
universities are in the midst of
a financial crisis unmatched in
its impact in any previous period
in history. Many are continuing
to operate only through the sacri
fice of some of the programs and
services normally considered lm
portant to their missions. An
alarming number of others are
headed in the same direction.
Nationally, some 1,000 institu-
tions, enrolling 4 million (56 per-
cent) of the students are consider-
ed "heading for financial trouble."
Another 540 institutions, enrolling
about 1.6 million (21 percent) of
the students in the nation are con-
sidered "in financial difficulty." Ah
additional 800 institutions enroll-
ing about 1.7 million students (23
percent) are considered "not in
trouble."
These estimates were developed
by the staff of the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education from
ERRATA
Dear Friends:
I read with horror the press
release that my beloved Nadelin's
had closed down but was even
more horrified when Miss Baker
made the statement that there was
no other all night establishment
open, for that, dear friends, is a
dastardly untruth.
For the general enlightenment
--of the College of Wooster, I offer
this bdbit of information: Down
the length of Beall Avenue and
to the immediate left of the Sohio
station on the corner of Liberty
and Beall is a small eatery of
pseudo-trolle- y car architecture
known as Min's Diner.
But before you dash off to bat-
ter down Min's doors, let me warn
you a bit about this illustrious
establishment. Printed very plainly
on the menu is the notice that
Min's. Diner reserves the right to
serve only ladies and gentlemen,
and ladies and gentlemen at their
discretion. So I recommend that
you behave yourself upon entering
or at the least you will be re-
moved from the premises. How-
ever, if you are not so lucky
there is a chance of being molest-
ed by some of the more, shall we
say, virile customers. It is also
not too wise to enter right after
the bars have closed at 1 a.m. for
obvious reasons. Seating is very
limited but the food is not terribly
bad and it is reasonably priced.
I hope this will assist you in
your late night eating concerns,
but remember, boys and girls, to
mind your P's and Q's. Bon ape-tit- e!
Sincerely yours,
(Miss)
.
Abigail Bottlepop
CITY
IMPORTED PIPES HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS
DELICATESSEN
PAPERBACK BOOKS MAGAZINES
Optt 6:30 a.m. 12:30 a.m. Sunday 'til 10KX)
200 S. Marint St.
findings of "on site" studies of 41
institutions. The estimates were
made by weighting types and sizes
of colleges and universities in the
country according to their relative
representation among all institu-
tions. In all, approximately 66
percent of the total weighted
sample of 2,340 institutions were
either "headed for financial
trouble" or already "in finnnrnnl
diffculty."
The institutions that are "head-
ed for financial trouble" or are
"in financial difficulty" are caught
up in the -- worst of a situation in
which demands for access, service,
innovation and higher quality are
rising rapidly but income has not
risen fast enough to keep pace
with rising costs.
VOICE welcomes articles and
letters to the editor. Letters
should be typed, double-space- d,
and signed.
Come in from the cold.
Faculty Firesides are what's
happening for February. Sign
up on the Lowry Center Bul-
letin board. Warm up for
finals.
Remember the Pakistan Relief
Fund. People ARE starving.
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